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Design Thinking

Problem-solving approach

Balances logic, intuition, and emotion

Human-centered solutions

Recent applications to social contexts, 
including health care service delivery
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Journey Maps: 
What are They?
A design thinking method

A visual timeline mapping the experiences 
of micro-interactions (touch points) during 
an experience with a product or a service 
• Can be linear
• Can be cyclical 

From a particular defined point-of-view

Demonstrates positive momenta (bright 
spots) and negative moments (pain points) 
throughout the experience that promote 
or hinder a desired behavioral outcome
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A Journey Map Dissects the Experience
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Why are Journey Maps Useful?

They can help us to: 

• Empathize with person’s experiences during the journey

• Understand the nuances of a complex multifaceted experience with a product or service 

• Create a framework 
• for identifying opportunities for improvement to achieve desired behavioral outcomes
• for brainstorming innovations
• for making comparisons between programs/organizations/clinics and for organizing and 

sharing innovations

• Plan projects that address the identified challenges

• Know how to best measure the impact of changes made to the experience 
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Creating and Using a Journey Map
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Step 1
1. Define the Focus of the Journey Map: Who and Why?

A local restaurant wants to attract more breastfeeding mom customers, so they decide 
to journey map a breastfeeding mom’s experience eating lunch at their restaurant to 
look at the current experience and identify opportunities for improvement.
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Step 2
2. Determine the Information Source

Icons made by Freepik from 
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The owners decide to have staff invite their breastfeeding friends for lunch on the house 
during a specific week. Staff will be observing the experiences of their breastfeeding 
friends who are eating lunch at the restaurant. They will also ask their friends to 
complete a survey about their experiences at the completion of their lunch. 
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Step 3
3. Define the End Points
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Components of a Journey Map
4. Map Out the Touch Points
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Thinking: Thought 
processes, attitudes, 
beliefs

Feeling: Emotions

Doing: Tasks, 
procedures, protocols, 
interactions

Components of a Journey Map
5. Fill in the Experience Descriptions
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“I need to ask 
for a table for 
1 and a baby”

Open door 
with stroller 
and/or holding 
baby

“Here we go. I 
hope we can make 
it through the 
meal in peace.”
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Components of a Journey Map
7. Note the Pain Points and Bright Spots

Noting visually or descriptively where there 
are positive and negative experiences 
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There’s little room 
for strollers made 
for an awkward 
experience to get 
seated.

Some of the staff 
would not look 
make eye contact 
when moms were 
breastfeeding, 
making some moms 
feel uncomfortable.
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Components of a Journey Map
6. Define the Ideal Experience and 
Brainstorm Opportunities for Improvement
Notes on the ideal experience and where  there are opportunities for improvement, both 
obvious and creative
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Ideally, there 
would be easy 
stroller parking. 
Reconfiguring 
some of the tables 
could make the 
restaurant more 
stroller-friendly.

Ideally, staff would 
interact with 
breastfeeding 
moms the same 
way they interact 
with all customers. 
A staff training 
could help with 
this.



In Summary:

1. Define the journey map focus: the who and the 
why?

2. Determine the information source

3. Define the end points 

4. Map out the touch points

5. Fill in the experience descriptions

6. Note the pain points and bright spots

7. Define the ideal experience and brainstorm 
opportunities for improving the experience to help 
achieve your desired behavioral outcome
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Next Up

Creating and using journey maps to understand and improve the customer, patient, and 
client experience to achieve desired behavioral outcomes

• Retail industry examples

• Public health examples



Journey Mapping in Industry

Melanie Hall MS, RD
Kellogg Company
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Plan
• Close to home
• Fewer national 

brands
• Fewer coupons

Shop
• Quick Trip
• EDLP
• Limited categories

Buy
• Less stigma

Experience
• Enjoyable meals
• Food waste

Issue: Decrease in Dollar General Foot Traffic
Desired Behavior Change: Improved Loyalty

Expand 
refrigeration 

section

Increase 
awareness 

of deals

In-aisle 
Manufacturer 

meal 
solutions

Bright Spots
Pain Point
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Pain Point

Plan
• Not on the list
• Will wait for 

sale/coupons

Shop
• Unorganized freezer section
• Remember late in the trip 
• Food is Uninspiring

Buy
• Bulk items too expensive

Experience
• Forget to use (food waste)

Issue: Poor Frozen Food Aisle Sales
Desired Behavior Change: Improved Aisle Traffic and Sales  
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Frozen Food Barrier Study
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Top Barriers to Frozen Food Purchases By 
Retailer

Not on 
My List

Not 
Inspiring

Wait for 
Coupons

Remember 
Late in Trip

Frozen Food Barrier Study
Nielsen Answer and Scan Track 52 WE 9/28/13



Industry Journey Mapping Benefits:
Serving the “Whole Person”

Consumer/Pantry User
Pre/Post Store

Shopper/Aisle Chooser
In-Store



Industry Journey Mapping Benefits:
Helps Identify the “Owner” of the Solution



Journey Mapping in Public 
Health Environments
Anthony D. Panzera, PhD, MPH
Svelo Advisors LLC























Journey Mapping Activity



A Collective WIC Journey Map!



Why?

To showcase the range of positive experiences and challenging experiences that WIC clients, 
staff, and stakeholders have

To gain insights from the conference attendees about how we can make improvements to our 
WIC programs 

To understand what’s standing in the way of making improvements, so that we can 
strategically address those obstacles moving forward from the local to the federal level



Components of Our Journey Map

The Focus: 2 Journeys 
• WIC client experience

• WIC staff and stakeholder 
experiences 

The Information Source
• Your knowledge of your programs, 

your experiences, and the 
experiences of your clients

The End Points
• From WIC discovery to WIC food 

meal prep and storage

Touchpoints
• Pre-clinic experiences

• Clinic visit experiences

• Retail shopping experiences

• Home meal prep and storage 
experiences 

The Experience Descriptions
• What are you/clients thinking, feeling, 

and doing at each touchpoint

Questions
• How can those experiences be better?

• What’s holding you back from 
improving the experiences?



















On Thursday…

We will share highlights from the Collective Journey Map at the closing session!


